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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: April 9, 2018

MKD Electric Completes Acquisition of DeWitt Electric

The purchase increases MKD’s coverage in Midwest

[Elgin, Illinois] – [April 9, 2018] MKD Electric, a leading industrial electrical contractor
headquartered in Elgin, Ill., announces the acquisition of DeWitt Electric, in order to enhance
its services in the Midwest.
The purchase of De Witt Electric, based in DeWitt, Iowa, further increases MKD Electric’s
share as a merit shop industrial electrical contractor in the Midwest. MKD Electric is committed
to providing and expanding upon the level of service and quality that clients have come to
expect from DeWitt Electric.
Michael Wesa, Vice President of MKD Electric, said, “The addition of DeWitt Electric to MKD
Electric strengthens our position in the Midwest with its experience and expertise in both
the Industrial Electrical Capital and Maintenance markets. The acquisition is an outstanding
addition to our business that will create a strong platform for continued growth and
geographic expansion of our services. DeWitt Electric brings a skilled workforce who share
our values and commitment to delivering superior customer service. We welcome the Team
Members of DeWitt into the MKD Electric family and look forward to a successful integration
into our company.”
About MKD Electric
MKD Electric, Inc. is one of the Midwest’s largest full-service merit shop industrial electrical contractors, specializing in instrumentation
and control systems integration. For over twenty-three years, we have designed, built, installed, and maintained our clients’ systems,
projects, and facilities. We focus on safety, quality, and value, as well as building and maintaining lasting relationships with our clients. For
more information, visit www.mkdelectric.com.
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